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The Path to Mastering XM 
Across Your Enterprise



“Redefine the relationship between man  
and his environment. It will be a modern marvel.”













Poor experiences  
can demolish even  
the best strategy



 
into your  

operating fabric

Embed       



Profitability  
(Above Average)

Customer Retention  
(Above Average)

Employee Retention  
(Above Average)

Source: Qualtrics XM Institute survey of 1,221 global executives from large organizations

Maturity  
Stages:

Business Results Improve With CX Maturity

Stage 5: 
Embed
Stage 4: 
Amplify
Stage 3: 
Mobilize
Stage 2: 
Explore
Stage 1: 
Ignore
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Significantly better CX

Moderately better CX

About average CX

Worse CX 7%

35%

60%

24%

5%

4%

22%

70%

Significantly better EX Moderately better EX

Source: Qualtrics XM Institute survey of 1,221 global executives from large organizations

Executives rated their organization’s customer experience (CX)  
and employee experience (EX) versus their competitors

CX Maturity Requires Strong EX
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The XM Value Pyramid
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Technology that infuses actionable 
intelligence throughout an organization

The XM Value Pyramid
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Mindsets and beliefs that embrace  
and adopts XM practices

The XM Value Pyramid
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Skills and behaviors that establish XM 
capabilities

The XM Value Pyramid



XM  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XM  
Practices
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Platform

The XM Value Pyramid: Six XM Practices

PROGRAM LEADERSHIP

VALUE REALIZATION

ORGANIZATIONAL ACTIVATION

INSIGHTS DISSEMINATION

ACTION ACCELERATION

EXPERIENCE INNOVATION



***Sample Half Image Page***

XM Practice: 
Program Leadership
Architect, align, and sustain 
successful XM efforts.

XM STRATEGY

XM PROGRAM ROADMAP

XM GOVERNANCE

XM Skills:

Needs
New 

Picture



XM Skill: XM Governance
Behaviors:
☑Enlists a member of top management as an executive sponsor to support and 

advocate for the CX program among peers
☑Establishes a steering committee comprised of senior leaders, who buy into 

and support the CX program (including budget/headcount)
☑Uses the steering committee to prioritize initiatives and hold the organization 

accountable for taking action
☑Mobilizes a cross-functional working group to tackle roadmap projects and 

issues identified from customer insights
☑Uses a strong core CX team to lead the effort, defining methodologies and 

managing the day-to-day activities of the CX program 



***Sample Half Image Page***

XM Practice: 
Value Realization
Track and ensure that XM efforts achieve 
well-defined business objectives.

VALUE PLANNING

VALUE DELIVERY

METRICS MANAGEMENT

XM Skills:

Needs
New 

Picture



XM Skill: Metrics Management
Behaviors:
☑Specifies a core CX metric that is consistently used to prioritize and align 

CX activities
☑ Identifies the underlying key drivers (both operational and experience) 

that impact the core CX metric
☑Defines realistic targets for the core CX metric and the key driver metrics 

based on their influence on desired business outcomes
☑Uses incentives (monetary and non-monetary) to align organizational 

actions with CX metrics
☑Provides ongoing access to the status of the CX metrics, and regularly 

reports on successes and failures



***Sample Half Image Page***

XM Practice: 
Organizational Activation
Ensure the organization has the 
appropriate skills, support, and motivation 
to achieve desired XM results

ECOSYSTEM COMMUNICATIONS

EXPERTISE BUILDING

ROLE-BASED ENABLEMENT

XM Skills:



XM Skill: Roll Based Enablement 
Behaviors:
☑Provides training and coaching to managers and employees who should be 

using customer insights
☑Defines how employees in different roles can change their operating routines 

to improve customer experience in an ongoing manner
☑Recognizes and celebrates employees and teams who embody desired 

customer-centric behaviors
☑Solicits and responds to employee feedback on how to help them sustain and 

enhance customer-centric behaviors
☑Embeds desired behaviors into HR processes like competency models, 

performance reviews, and on-boarding.



***Sample Half Image Page***

XM Practice: 
Insights Dissemination
Provide actionable insights  
across an organization.

X- & O-DATA INTEGRATION

EXPERIENCE MONITORING

INSIGHTS DISCOVERY

INSIGHTS DISTRIBUTION

XM Skills:



XM Skill: Experience Monitoring
Behaviors:
☑Applies robust market research approaches for survey design and sampling
☑Oversamples feedback from customer segments and interactions where the 

resulting insights will be most valuable to the organization
☑Adjusts portfolio and design of listening posts based on latest findings and 

organizational priorities
☑Collects unsolicited and unstructured customer feedback (e.g. social media, 

contact centers) along with customer behavioral data when it’s available
☑Uses a variety of survey types—transactional, relationship, journey, and ad hoc

—to fully monitor the customer experience



***Sample Half Image Page***

XM Practice: 
Action Acceleration
Prioritize and drive improvements  
based on insights.

IMMEDIATE RESPONSE

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

STRATEGIC DECISION-MAKING

PROCESS INTEGRATION

XM Skills:



XM Skill: Immediate Response 
Behaviors:
☑Follows up with customers based on their feedback using a clearly defined 

process with rules regarding timing, frequency, and approach
☑Designs follow-up interactions to be a positive experience for customers, and 

trains employees on how to deliver this positive follow-up experience
☑ Includes responsibilities to complete customer follow-up activities in 

employees’ performance goals and evaluations
☑Automates and manages closed-loop process with tools such as ticket 

management, status updating, and tracking
☑Actively extracts broader lessons-learned from individual follow-up interactions 

with customers



***Sample Half Image Page***

XM Practice: 
Experience Innovation
Identify and create experiences that 
differentiate the organization.

EXPERIENCE VISIONING

EXPERIENCE DESIGN

EXPERIENCE INTEGRATION

XM Skills:



XM Skill: Experience Design
Behaviors:
☑Uses a variety of qualitative techniques to understand customers’ needs, 

expectations, and preferences 
☑Follows a defined user-centered design process when creating or improving 

experiences
☑ Involves customers in the design of experience improvements through co-

creation and ongoing testing
☑ Involves departments and teams that will be impacted by changes in the 

design of those experiences
☑Uses rapid prototyping to test concepts as they evolve



Master These XM Practices & Skills

PROGRAM LEADERSHIP

VALUE REALIZATION

ORGANIZATIONAL ACTIVATION

INSIGHTS DISSEMINATION

ACTION ACCELERATION

EXPERIENCE INNOVATION

6 XM Practices 20 XM Skills Many XM Behaviors

XM Behaviors
CX Behaviors
EX Behaviors
BX Behaviors
PX Behaviors

XM STRATEGY
XM PROGRAM ROADMAP
XM GOVERNANCE

VALUE PLANNING
VALUE DELIVERY
METRICS MANAGEMENT

X- & O-DATA INTEGRATION
EXPERIENCE MONITORING
INSIGHTS DISCOVERY
INSIGHTS DISTRIBUTION

ECOSYSTEM COMMUNICATIONS
EXPERTISE BUILDING
ROLE-BASED ENABLEMENT

IMMEDIATE RESPONSE
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
STRATEGIC DECISION-MAKING
PROCESS INTEGRATION

EXPERIENCE VISIONING
EXPERIENCE DESIGN
EXPERIENCE INTEGRATION



#1 –  Focus on the 
entire XM Value 
Pyramid
Combine the XM Platform with  
XM Practices and XM Perspectives

Your 3 Takeaways
#3 – Embed XM in 
your operating fabric
Turn XM into an ongoing capability, 
not an afterthought

#2 – Identify your 
strongest & weakest 
XM Skills
Build capabilities across your 
organization



Don’t let poor experiences 
demolish your strategy



Thank You! 
 
 

@btemkin, brucet@qualtrics.com

Bruce Temkin



We’ll be back in  
In the meantime, why not  
grab a tea or coffee outside?

1:50-2:10PM

BREAKOUT
BREAK 20 MINUTES


